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Abstract
Policy entropy regularization is commonly used for better exploration in deep
reinforcement learning (RL). However, policy entropy regularization is sample-
inefficient in off-policy learning since it does not take the distribution of previous
samples stored in the replay buffer into account. In order to take advantage
of the previous sample distribution from the replay buffer for sample-efficient
exploration, we propose sample-aware entropy regularization which maximizes the
entropy of weighted sum of the policy action distribution and the sample action
distribution from the replay buffer. We formulate the problem of sample-aware
entropy regularized policy iteration, prove its convergence, and provide a practical
algorithm named diversity actor-critic (DAC) which is a generalization of soft
actor-critic (SAC). Numerical results show that DAC outperforms SAC and other
state-of-the-art RL algorithms.
1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) aims to maximize the discounted sum of rewards under Markov decision
process (MDP) environments [41]. When the given task is complex, i.e. the environment has high
action-dimensions or sparse rewards, it is important to well explore state-action pairs for high
performance [2]. For better exploration, recent RL considers various methods: maximizing the
policy entropy to take actions more uniformly [50, 11, 18], maximizing diversity gain that yields
intrinsic rewards to explore rare states by counting the number of visiting states [40, 27], maximizing
information gain [23, 22], maximizing model prediction error [1, 36], and so on. In particular, based
on policy iteration for soft Q-learning, [19] considered an off-policy actor-critic framework for
maximum entropy RL and proposed the soft actor-critic (SAC) algorithm, which has competitive
performance for challenging continuous control tasks.
In this paper, we reconsider the problem of policy entropy regularization in off-policy learning and
propose a generalized approach to policy entropy regularization. In off-policy learning, we store
and reuse old samples to update the current policy [30], and it is preferable that the old sample
distribution in the replay buffer is uniformly distributed for better performance. However, the simple
policy entropy regularization tries to maximize the entropy of the current policy irrespective of
the distribution of previous samples. Since the uniform distribution has maximum entropy, the
current policy will choose previously less-sampled actions and more-sampled actions with the
same probability and hence the simple policy entropy regularization is sample-unaware and sample-
inefficient. In order to overcome this drawback, we propose sample-aware entropy regularization,
which tries to maximize the weighted sum of the current policy action distribution and the sample
action distribution from the replay buffer. We will show that the proposed sample-aware entropy
regularization reduces to maximizing the sum of the policy entropy and the α-skewed Jensen-Shannon
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divergence [34] between the policy distribution and the sample distribution, and hence it generalizes
SAC. We will also show that exploiting the sample action distribution in addition to the policy entropy
properly over the learning phase will yield far better performance.
2 Related Works
Entropy regularization: Entropy regularization maximizes the sum of the expected return and the
policy action entropy. It encourages the agent to visit the action space uniformly for each given state,
and the regularized policy is robust to modeling error [49]. Entropy regularization is considered
in various domains for better optimization: inverse reinforcement learning [50], stochastic optimal
control problems [43, 45, 37], and off-policy reinforcement learning [11, 18, 19]. An adaptation
method for the entropy regularization coefficient is proposed by [20]. [25] shows that Tsallis entropy
regularization that generalizes usual Shannon-entropy regularization is helpful. [32] shows that there
exists a connection between value-based and policy-based RL under entropy regularization. [35]
proposed an algorithm combining them, and it is proven that they are equivalent [38].
Diversity gain: Diversity gain is used to provide a guidance for exploration to the agent. To achieve
diversity gain, many intrinsically-motivated approaches and intrinsic reward design methods have
been considered, e.g., intrinsic reward based on curiosity [7, 3], model prediction error [1, 36, 6],
divergence/information gain [23, 22], counting [40, 27, 42, 28], and unification of them [4]. For
self-imitation learning, [13] considered the Stein-variational gradient decent with the Jensen-Shannon
kennel.
Off-policy learning: Off-policy learning reuses previous samples for current policy update [41, 9, 31],
so it is sample-efficient as compared to on-policy learning. In order to reuse old samples, a replay
buffer that stores trajectories generated by previous policies is used for Q-learning [30, 26, 12, 19].
To enhance both stability and sample-efficiency, several methods are considered, e.g., combining
on-policy and off-policy [46, 15, 16], and generalization from on-policy to off-policy [33, 21].
3 Background
In this section, we briefly introduce the basic setup and recapitulate the soft actor-critic (SAC)
algorithm.
3.1 Setup
We assume the basic RL setup composed of an environment and an agent. The environment follows
a Markov decision process (S,A, P, γ, r), where S is the state space, A is the continuous action
space, P is the transition probability, γ is the discount factor, and r : S × A → R is the reward
function. The agent has a policy pi : S → A which selects an action at for a given state st at each
time step t, and the agent interacts with the environment and receives reward rt := r(st, at) from
the environment. Standard RL aims to maximize the discounted return Eτ0∼pi[
∑T−1
t=0 γ
trt] for each
episode of length T , where τt = (st, at, · · · , sT−1, aT−1) is an episode trajectory.
3.2 Soft Actor-Critic
Soft actor-critic (SAC) [19] includes a policy entropy regularization term in the objective function for
better exploration by visiting the action space uniformly for each given state. The entropy-augmented
policy objective function of SAC is given by
J(pi) = Eτ0∼pi
[
T−1∑
t=0
γt(rt + βH(pi(·|st)))
]
, (1)
where H is the entropy function and β ∈ (0,∞) is the entropy weighting factor. SAC generalizes
off-policy actor-critic based on soft policy iteration to find the policy that maximizes (1). Soft
policy iteration alternates soft policy evaluation to estimate the true soft Q-function and soft policy
improvement to find the optimal policy that maximizes (1) [19]. In addition, soft policy iteration
theoretically guarantees convergence to the optimal pi∗. To reduce overestimation bias, SAC uses
double Q-function as suggested in [12].
2
4 The Diversity Actor-Critic Algorithm
In off-policy learning, previous samples are stored in the replay buffer and reused to learn the policy.
The policy entropy regularization in Section 3.2 enhances exploration to yield better performance,
but it does not take advantage of the previous sample action distribution obtainable from the replay
buffer. Even if there already exist many similar actions in the replay buffer, the policy with the
simple entropy regularization will choose these actions with the same probability as less-sampled
actions from the perspective of exploration, as seen by the termH(pi(·|st)) in (1) because the uniform
distribution has maximum entropy. Thus, it is sample-inefficient, so we aim to consider and exploit
the sample action distribution in the replay buffer for better sample efficiency.
4.1 Sample-Aware Entropy Regularization
In order to overcome the limitation of the simple entropy regularization, we consider the entropy of
the mixture of the policy distribution and the sample action distribution in the replay buffer. The
rationale behind this is that it is preferable to have as diverse actions stored in the replay buffer as
possible for better Q estimation in off-policy learning.
First, we define the current sample action distribution based on old samples in the replay buffer as
q(·|st) :=
∑
a∈DN(st, a)δa(·)∑
a′∈DN(st, a′)
, (2)
where D is the replay buffer that stores previous samples (st, at, rt, st+1), δa(·) is the Dirac measure
at a ∈ A, and N(st, at) is the number of state-action pair (st, at) in D. Note that if we draw current
samples from policy pi and store them in the the replay buffer, the updated sample action distribution
will be a mixture of pi and q. Thus, we define the target sample action distribution as the weighted
sum of the policy distribution pi and the current sample action distribution q, which is expressed as
qtarget := αpi + (1− α)q, where α ∈ [0, 1] is the weighting factor.
Our approach is to maximize the return while maximizing the target sample action distribution. Under
this approach, previously many times sampled actions will be given low probabilities and previously
less taken actions will be given high probabilities by the current policy pi so that the entropy of the
target or mixture distribution αpi + (1− α)q is maximized. The sample-aware entropyH(qtarget)
for given st can be decomposed as
H(qtarget) = −
∫
a∈A
(αpi + (1− α)q) log(αpi + (1− α)q) = αH(pi) +DαJS(pi||q) + (1− α)H(q), (3)
where DαJS(pi||q) := αDKL(pi||qtarget) + (1−α)DKL(q||qtarget) is the α skew-symmetric Jensen-
Shannon (JS) divergence [34]. Note that DαJS reduces to the standard JS divergence for α =
1
2 and
to zero for α = 0 or 1. Hence, for α = 1, (3) reduces to the simple entropy, but for α 6= 1, it is a
generalization incorporating the distribution q. Here, in order to simplify implementation (This will
be explained in Section 4.3), we only consider the first two terms directly involving the policy pi in
the right-hand side of (3). Then, the final objective function for the proposed sample-aware entropy
regularization is given by
J(pi) = Eτ0∼pi
[
T−1∑
t=0
γt(rt + β(αH(pi) +DαJS(pi||q))
]
. (4)
Thus, we aim to maximize the return while to simultaneously maximizing the policy entropy and
the divergence between pi and q. In this way, the policy will choose actions that are far from the
samples stored in the replay buffer while maintaining its entropy. So, it will enhance the diversity of
the policy.
4.2 Diverse Policy Iteration with The Proposed Objective
In this section, we derive the diverse policy evaluation and diverse policy improvement to maximize
the objective function with the sample-aware entropy regularization (4). Note that the sample action
distribution q is updated as the iteration goes on. However, it changes very slowly since the buffer
size is much larger than the time steps of one iteration. Hence, for the purpose of proof we regard the
action distribution q as a fixed distribution in this section.
3
First, we define the true diverse Q-function Qpi as Qpi(st, at) := 1β rt +
Eτt+1∼pi[
∑T−1
l=t+1 γ
l−t−1( 1β rl + αH(pi(·|sl)) + DαJS(pi(·|sl)||q(·|sl)))]. To facilitate imple-
mentation, we decompose DαJS(pi(·|sl)||q(·|sl)) as
DαJS(pi||q) = αEal∼pi(·|sl)[logRpi,α(sl, al)] + (1− α)Eal∼q(·|sl)[log(1−Rpi,α(sl, al))] +H(α),
where H is the binary entropy function and Rpi,α is the ratio of αpi to qtarget, i.e.,
Rpi,α(st, at) =
αpi(at|st)
αpi(at|st) + (1− α)q(at|st) . (5)
Then, the modified Bellman backup operator for Qpi estimation is given by
T piQ(st, at) := 1
β
rt + γEst+1∼P [V (st+1)], (6)
where V (st) = Eat∼pi[Q(st, at) + α logRα(st, at) − α log pi(at|st)] + (1 − α)Eat∼q[log(1 −
Rα(st, at))] +H(α) is an estimated diverse state value function, Q : S × A → R is an estimated
diverse state-action value function, Rα is an estimate for the ratio function Rpi,α. For a fixed policy
pi, Qpi can be estimated by repeating the Bellman backup operator by Lemma 1. Lemma 1 is based
on usual policy evaluation but has a new ingredient of the ratio condition in the sample-aware case.
Lemma 1 (Diverse Policy Evaluation) Define a sequence of diverse Q-functions as Qk+1 =
T piQk, k ≥ 0, where pi is a fixed policy and Q0 is a real-valued initial Q. Assume that Rα correctly
estimates Rpi,α, the action space is bounded, and Rpi,α(st, at) ∈ (0, 1) for all (st, at) ∈ S × A.
Then, the sequence {Qk} converges to the true diverse state-action value Qpi .
Proof. See Appendix A.1.
Now, our goal is to update the policy pi to maximize the objective function J(pi), which requires
the knowledge of the true diverse state-action value Qpi and the true ratio function Rpi,α for the
optimization variable pi. However, practically we can only estimate Q and Rα for the previous policy
piold. To circumvent this difficulty, we first define two objective functions Jpiold(pi) and J˜piold(pi) as (7)
and (8), respectively, and then propose the following 2-step approach for proof and implementation.
Jpiold(pi(·|st)) := β{Eat∼pi [Qpiold(st, at) + α logRpi,α(st, at)− α log pi(at|st)]
+ (1− α)Eat∼q [log(1−Rpi,α(st, at))] +H(α)}. (7)
J˜piold(pi(·|st)) := βEat∼pi[Qpiold(st, at) + α logRpiold,α(st, at)− α log pi(at|st)], (8)
Note that if we replace piold with pi, then (7) reduces to J(pi) since we can view every state st as an
initial state. In Step 1, we prove diverse policy improvement and diverse policy iteration by using
Jpiold(pi) in a similar way to usual RL or SAC. However, Jpiold(pi) still requires R
pi,α for the current
pi. To overcome this difficulty, we propose Step 2, our main result Theorem 1, that enables us to
replace the objective function Jpiold(pi) with J˜piold(pi) which only requires the ratio function of the
old policy. From these steps, we can practically find the optimal policy pi that maximizes J(pi) in (4).
Step 1) First, we update the policy from piold to pinew as
pinew(·|st) = arg max
pi∈Π
Jpiold(pi(·|st)), (9)
where Π is the policy set. Under the assumptions in Lemma 1, we have the following results:
Lemma 2 (Diverse Policy Improvement) Let pinew be the updated policy obtained by solving (9).
Then, Qpinew(st, at) ≥ Qpiold(st, at), ∀ (st, at) ∈ S ×A.
Lemma 3 (Diverse Policy Iteration) By repeating iteration of the diverse policy evaluation in
Lemma 1 and the diverse policy improvement (9), any initial policy converges to the optimal policy
pi∗ s.t. Qpi
∗
(st, at) ≥ Qpi′(st, at), ∀ pi′ ∈ Π, ∀ (st, at) ∈ S ×A. Also, such pi∗ achieves maximum
J , i.e., Jpi∗(pi∗) ≥ Jpi(pi) for any pi ∈ Π.
Proof. See Appendix A.2 for Lemmas 2 and 3.
Step 2) As already explained, Jpiold(pi) is difficult to estimate due to the use of the current ratio
function. Hence, we further modify the objective function as J˜piold(pi). Then, we have the following
theorem regarding Jpiold(pi) and J˜piold(pi).
4
Theorem 1 Suppose that the policy is parameterized with parameter θ. For parameterized policy piθ,
two objective functions Jpiθold (piθ(·|st)) and J˜piθold (piθ(·|st)) have the same gradient direction for θ
at θ = θold for all st ∈ S.
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
By Theorem 1, we can replace the objective function of the policy improvement Jpiold(pi) in Step 1
with the practically computable objective function J˜piold(pi) for parameterized policy.
4.3 Diversity Actor Critic Implementation
To compute the final objective function (8), we need to estimate Qpiold and Rpiold,α. Qpiold can be
estimated by diverse policy evaluation in Lemma 1. For estimation of Rpiold,α, we use function Rα. If
we set the objective function of the ratio function as J(Rα(st, ·)) = αEat∼pi[logRα(st, at)] + (1−
α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rα(st, at))], then the optimal solution maximizing J(Rα) is given by Rpi,α(st, at)
in (5) for all at ∈ A. This can easily be shown by simple convex optimization. The optimization
has a similar form to the JS divergence loss of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [14]. Note
that we could have included the current sample entropy term (1− α)H(q) in (3) in the formulation
from the beginning. Even with this term, the same derivation in Section 4 is valid, and H(q) can
be estimated by using the ratio function and pi. However, the estimation ofH(q) based on the ratio
function technique yields high variance, so it degrades the performance of DAC.
For actual implementation we use deep neural networks to approximate the policy pi, the diverse value
functions Q, V , and the ratio function Rα. Their network parameters are given by θ, φ, ψ, and η,
respectively, and the corresponding objective (or loss) functions are given by Jˆpi(θ), JˆRα(η), LˆQ(φ),
and LˆV (ψ) based on the objective functions and the bellman operator in the previous sections. The
detailed implementation is given in Appendix B. Combining all up to now, we propose the diversity
actor-critic (DAC) algorithm summarized as Algorithm 1 in Appendix C. Note from (4) that DAC
becomes SAC when α = 1, and becomes standard off-policy RL without entropy regularization when
α = 0.
5 α-Adaptation
In the proposed sample-aware entropy regularization, the weighting factor α plays an important
role in controlling the ratio between the policy distribution pi and the sample action distribution
q. However, it is difficult to estimate optimal α directly. Hence, we further propose an adaptation
method for α based on max-min principle widely considered in game theory and decision making
problems [8]. Since we do not know optimal α, an alternative formulation is that we maximize the
return while maximizing the worst-case sample-aware entropy, i.e., minα{αH(pi) + DαJS(pi||q)}.
Then, the max-min approach can be formulated as follows:
max
pi
Eτ0∼pi
[∑
t
γt(rt + βmin
α
[αH(pi) +DαJS(pi||q)− αc])
]
(10)
where c is a control hyperparameter for α adaptation. In order to learn α, we parameterize α as a
function st using parameter ξ, i.e., α = αξ(st), and implement αξ(st) with a neural network. Then,
ξ is updated to minimize the following loss function deduced from (10):
Lˆα(ξ) = Est∼D[αξH(piθ) +DαξJS(piθ||q)− αξc]. (11)
Then, the gradient of Lˆα(ξ) with respect to ξ can be estimated as given in Appendix A.4. All the
updates for diverse policy iteration is the same except that α is replaced with αξ(st).
6 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed DAC algorithm on various continuous-action control tasks
and provide ablation study. Here, we focus on the comparison with SAC baselines to show the
superiority of the sample-aware entropy regularization, and additionally provide the comparison of
DAC with α-adaptation and other recent RL algorithms in Appendix E.2. The result shows that the
DAC has the best performance for all considered tasks as compared to other recent RL algorithms.
We also provide the source code for DAC implementation that requires Python Tensorflow.
5
6.1 Simulation Setup
We compared our DAC algorithm with the SAC baseline and other RL algorithms on various types
of Mujoco tasks with continuous action spaces [44] in OpenAI GYM [5]. For fairness, both SAC
and DAC used the common hyperparameter setup that basically follows the setup in [19]. Detailed
hyperparameter setup and environment description are provided in Appendix D. Here, for the policy
space Π we considered Gaussian policy set widely considered in usual continuous RL. For the
performance plots in this section, we used deterministic evaluation that generated an episode by
deterministic policy for each iteration.
6.2 Performance Comparison with the SAC Baseline
Fixed α case: In order to see the advantage of the sample-aware entropy regularization, we first
compare the performance of DAC with α = 0.5 and the SAC baseline on simple MDP tasks:
HalfCheetahFlip and SparseMujoco tasks. For HalfCheetahFlip, the reward is given by rt =
wyt − 0.1||at||2, where wyt is the angular velocity over y-axis. SparseMujoco is a sparse version of
Mujoco tasks and the reward is 1 if the agent exceeds the x-axis threshold, otherwise 0 [22, 29]. The
performance results averaged over 10 random seeds are shown in Fig. 1. As seen in Fig. 1, DAC
has significant performance gain for most tasks as compared to SAC. Fig. 2 shows the α-skewed JS
divergence curve (α = 0.5) of DAC and SAC for sparse Mujoco tasks. For SAC, the ratio function
R is estimated separately from (B.18) in Appendix B and the divergence is computed from R. The
performance table for all tasks is given by Table 3 in Appendix E.1. As seen in Fig. 2, the divergence
of DAC is much higher than that of SAC throughout the entire learning time. It means that the policy
distribution of DAC is away from the sample action distribution in the replay buffer, so it leads better
exploration and performance. It is seen that the proposed sample-aware entropy regularization is
superior to the simple policy entropy regularization.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison: Fixed α case
Adaptive α case: Now, we compare the performance of DAC with α = 0.5, 0.8, α-adaptation,
and the SAC baseline to see the need of α-adaptation. To maintain controllability and prevent
saturation of Rαη , we used regularization for α learning and restricted the range of α as 0.5 ≤
α ≤ 0.99 for α adaptation so that a certain level of entropy regularization is enforced. Here, we
consider more complicated tasks: HumanoidStandup and delayed Mujoco tasks (DelayedHopper,
DelayedHalfCheetah, DelayedWalker2d, and DelayedAnt). HumanoidStandup is one of high-action
dimensional Mujoco tasks. Delayed Mujoco tasks suggested by [48, 17] have the same state-action
spaces with original Mujoco tasks but reward is sparsified. That is, rewards for D time steps are
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Figure 2: α-skewed JS divergence for DAC and SAC
accumulated and the accumulated sum is delivered to the agent once every D time steps, so the agent
receives no reward during the accumulation time. The performance results averaged over 5 random
seeds are shown in Fig. 3. The result of the max average return of these Mujoco tasks for DAC and
SAC is provided in Table 4 in Appendix E.1. As seen in Fig. 3, all versions of DAC outperform SAC.
However, it is seen that the best α depends on the tasks in the fixed α case. For example, α = 0.8 is
the best for DelayedHalfCheetah, but α = 0.5 is the best for DelayedAnt. Thus, we need to adapt α
for each task. Finally, DAC with α-adaptation has the top-level performance for most tasks and the
best performance for HumanoidStandup and DelayedHopper tasks. Further consideration for α is
provided in Section 6.3.
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Figure 3: Performance comparison: Adaptive α case
6.3 Ablation Study
In this section, we provide ablation study for important parameters in the sample-aware entropy
regularization.
Weighting factor α: As seen in Section 6.2, α-adaptation is necessary because one particular value
of α is not best for all environments. Although the proposed α-adaptation in Section 5 is sub-optimal,
it shows good performance across all the considered tasks. Thus, we study more on the proposed
α-adaptation and the sensible behavior of sample-awareness in entropy regularization.
Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) shows the averaged learning curve of α, α-skewed JS divergence DJS(pi||q) and
the policy entropy H(pi) for DAC with the proposed α-adaptation method on DelayedHopper and
DelayedHalfCheetah tasks. Here, we fix the control coefficient c as −dim(A). As seen in (4), the
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Figure 4: Averaged learning curve for ablation study
return, the policy entropy and the JS divergence are intertwined in the cost function and hence their
learning curves over time steps are also intertwined through the α-adaptation method as well as the
cost function. In the case of DelayedHopper, the learned α gradually decreases approximately from
0.9 to 0.6, and the JS divergence term DJS(pi||q) is non-zero throughout the learning period. Hence,
DAC exploits the sample action distribution for better exploration through the learning period. On
the other hand, in the case of DelayedHalfCheetah, the learned policy entropy term decreases and
the learned α increases as time step goes on. As α increases further to one, the initially nonzero
JS divergence term DJS(pi||q) diminishes to zero. Thus, the sample action distribution from the
replay buffer is exploited for roughly initial 2.5M time steps and then DAC operates like SAC. This
early-stage exploitation of the sample-aware entropy from the replay buffer leads to better overall
performance across time steps as seen in Fig. 3. Thus, DAC with α-adaptation seems to properly
exploit both the policy entropy and the sample action distribution depending on the learning stage.
Control coefficient c: In the proposed α-adaptation (10) and (11), the control coefficient c affects
the learning behavior of α. Since H(pi) and DαJS are proportional to the action dimension, we
tried a few values such as −0.5d, −0.8d and −1.0d where d = dim(A). Fig. 4(c) shows the
corresponding performance of DAC with α-adaptation on DelayedHalfCheetah. As seen in Fig.
4(c), the performance depends on the change of c as expected, and c = −1.0 · dim(A) performs
well. The performance comparison with respect to c in other delayed Mujoco environments is
provided in Appendix F. We observed that −1.0d performed well for all considered tasks, thus we
set c = −dim(A) in (11).
Entropy weighting factor β: As mentioned in [19], the performance of SAC depends on β. It is
expected that the performance of DAC depends on β too. Fig 4(d) shows the performance of DAC
with fixed α = 0.5 for three different values of β: β = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 on DelayedHalfCheetah.
It is seen that the performance of DAC indeed depends on β. Although there exists performance
difference for DAC depending on β, the performance of DAC is much better than SAC for a wide
range of β. One thing to note is that the coefficient of pure policy entropy regularization term for
DAC is αβ, as seen in (4). Thus, DAC with α = 0.5 and β = 0.4 has the product αβ = 0.2 and
hence it has the same amount of pure policy entropy regularization as SAC with β = 0.2. However,
DAC with α = 0.5 and β = 0.4 has much higher performance than SAC with β = 0.2, as seen
in Fig. 4(d). So, we can see that the performance improvement of DAC comes from joint use of
policy entropyH(pi) and the sample action distribution from the replay buffer via DαJS(pi||q). The
performance comparison with respect to β for remaining tasks is provided in Appendix F.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a sample-aware entropy framework for off-policy RL to overcome
the limitation of simple policy entropy for sample-efficient exploration. With the sample-aware
entropy regularization, we can achieve diversity gain by exploiting sample history in the replay buffer
in addition to policy entropy. For practical implementation of sample-aware entropy regularized
policy optimization, we have proposed a 2-step approach together with convergence proof. With
this objective function, we have proposed the DAC algorithm together with an adaptation method to
control the ratio of the sample action distribution to the policy action entropy. DAC, a generalization
of SAC, is an actor-critic algorithm for sample-aware regularized policy optimization, and numerical
results show that DAC significantly outperforms SAC in various Mujoco tasks.
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A Proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Lemma 1 (Diverse Policy Evaluation) Define a sequence of diverse Q-functions as Qk+1 =
T piQk, k ≥ 0, where pi is a fixed policy and Q0 is a real-valued initial Q. Assume that Rα correctly
estimates Rpi,α, the action space is bounded, and Rpi,α(st, at) ∈ (0, 1) for all (st, at) ∈ S × A.
Then, the sequence {Qk} converges to the true diverse state-action value Qpi .
Proof. Let rpi,t := 1β rt + γEst+1∼P [Eat+1∼pi[α logR
pi,α(st+1, at+1)− α log pi(at+1|st+1)] + (1−
α)Eat+1∼q[log(1−Rpi,α(st+1, at+1))] +H2(α)]. Under the assumption that Rα correctly estimates
Rpi,α, we can formulate the standard Bellman equation form for the true Qpi as
T piQ(st, at) = rpi,t + γEs+1∼P, at+1∼pi [Q(st+1, at+1)] (A.12)
Under the assumption of a bounded action space and Rpi,α ∈ (0, 1), the reward rpi,t is bounded and
the convergence is guaranteed as the usual policy evaluation [41, 19].
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2 & 3
Lemma 2 (Diverse Policy Improvement) Let pinew be the updated policy obtained by solving (9).
Then, Qpinew(st, at) ≥ Qpiold(st, at), ∀ (st, at) ∈ S ×A.
Proof. We update the policy to maximize Jpiold(pi), so Jpiold(pinew) ≥ Jpiold(piold). Hence,
Eat∼pinew [Qpiold(st, at) + α logRpinew,α(st, at)− α log pinew(at|st)]
+ (1− α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rpinew,α(st, at))]
≥Eat∼piold [Qpiold(st, at) + α logRpiold,α(st, at)− α log piold(at|st)]
+ (1− α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiold,α(st, at))]
=V piold(st)−H2(α) (A.13)
By repeating the Bellman equation (6) and (A.13) at Qpiold ,
Qpiold(st, at) =
1
β
rt + γEst+1∼P [V piold(st+1)]
≤ 1
β
rt + γEst+1∼P [Eat+1∼pinew [Qpiold(st+1, at+1) + α logRpinew,α(st+1, at+1)
− α log pinew(at+1|st+1)] + (1− α)Eat+1∼q[log(1−Rpinew,α(st+1, at+1))] +H2(α)]
...
≤ Qpinew(st, at), (A.14)
for each (st, at) ∈ S ×A.
Lemma 3 (Diverse Policy Iteration) By repeating iteration of the diverse policy evaluation in
Lemma 1 and the diverse policy improvement (9), any initial policy converges to the optimal policy
pi∗ s.t. Qpi
∗
(st, at) ≥ Qpi′(st, at), ∀ pi′ ∈ Π, ∀ (st, at) ∈ S ×A. Also, such pi∗ achieves maximum
J , i.e., Jpi∗(pi∗) ≥ Jpi(pi) for any pi ∈ Π.
Proof. Let {pii : i ≥ 0, pii ∈ Π} be a sequence of policies and pii+1 = arg maxpi∈Π Jpii(pi). By
Lemma 2, Qpii monotonically increases and each Qpii is bounded. Hence, the sequence converges
to pi∗ ∈ Π. Then, for any pi ∈ Π, Jpi∗(pi∗) ≥ Jpi∗(pi) (otherwise, we obtain another policy pi′
Qpi
′
(st, at) > Q
pi∗(st, at) for some (st, at) from the policy iteration sequence, and then it violates
convergence of pi∗). Then, we can apply the proof of 2 and conclude that Qpi
∗
(st, at) ≥ Qpi(st, at)
for all (st, at) ∈ S × A. From (7) in addition to Lemma 2, we further have Jpinew(pinew) ≥
Jpiold(pinew) ≥ Jpiold(piold). Thus, Jpi(pi) monotonically increases by the policy iteration. Since
Jpi(pi) is bounded, pi∗ obtained achieves maximum J .
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A.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1 Suppose that the policy is parameterized with parameter θ. Then, for parameterized
policy piθ, two objective functions Jpiθold (piθ(·|st)) and J˜piθold (piθ(·|st)) have the same gradient
direction for θ at θ = θold for all st ∈ S.
Proof. Under the parameterization of piθ, the two objective functions become
Jpiθold (piθ(·|st)) = β(Eat∼piθ [Qpiθold (st, at) + α logRpiθ,α(st, at)− α log piθ(at|st)]
+ (1− α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiθ,α(st, at))] +H2(α))
J˜piθold (piθ(·|st)) = βEat∼piθ [Qpiold(st, at) + α logRpiold,α(st, at)− α log piθ(at|st)].
We ignore the common Q-function term in both objective functions. Then, we only need to show
∇θ[αEat∼pi[logRpiθ,α(st, at)− log piθ(at|st)] + (1−α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiθ,α(st, at))] +H2(α)] =∇θ[Eat∼pi[α logRpiθold ,α(st, at)− α log piθ(at|st)]] at θ = θold.
Here, we consider a reparameterization trick, as explained in Section 4.3. Then, the gradient at
θ = θold is given by
∇θ[αEat∼pi[logRpiθ,α(st, at)− log piθ(at|st)] + (1− α)Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiθ,α(st, at))] +H2(α)]
=∇θ[−αEt∼N [log(αpiθ(fθ(t; st)|st) + (1− α)q(fθ(t; st)|st))]
− (1− α)Eat∼q[log(αpiθ(at|st) + (1− α)q(at|st))]]
=− αEt∼N
[
α(∇θpiθ)(fθ(t; st)|st) +∇a(αpiθ(a|st) + (1− α)q(a|st))|a=fθ(t;st)∇θfθ(t; st)
αpiθ(fθ(t; st)|st) + (1− α)q(fθ(t; st)|st)
]
− (1− α)Eat∼q
[
α∇θpiθ(at|st)
αpiθ(at|st) + (1− α)q(at|st)
]
=− αEt∼N
[
α(piθ∇θ log piθ)(fθ(t; st)|st) +∇a(αpiθ(a|st) + (1− α)q(a|st))|a=fθ∇θfθ(t; st)
αpiθ(fθ(t; st)|st) + (1− α)q(fθ(t; st)|st)
]
− (1− α)Eat∼q
[
α(piθ∇θ log piθ)(at|st)
αpiθ(at|st) + (1− α)q(at|st)
]
=
(1)
− αEat∼piθ [Rpiθ,α(st, at)∇θ log piθ(at|st)]− αEat∼piθ
[
(1− α)q(at|st)∇θ log piθ(at|st)
αpiθ(at|st) + (1− α)q(at|st)
]
− αEt∼N [∇a log(αpiθ(a|st) + (1− α)q(a|st))|a=fθ∇θfθ(t; st)]
=− αEat∼piθ [Rpiθ,α(st, at)∇θ log piθ(at|st)]− αEat∼piθ [(1−Rpiθ,α(st, at))∇θ log piθ(at|st)]
− αEt∼N [∇a(logαpiθ(a|st)− logRpiθ,α(st, a))|a=fθ∇θfθ(t; st)]
=− αEat∼piθ [∇θ log piθ(at|st)]− αEt∼N [∇a(log piθ(a|st)− logRpiθ,α(st, a))|a=fθ∇θfθ(t; st)]
=− αEt∼N [∇θ log piθ(fθ(t; st)|st))] + αEt∼N [∇a logRpiθold ,α(st, a)|a=fθ∇θfθ(t; st)]
=∇θEat∼piθ [−α log piθ(at|st) + α logRpiθold ,α(st, at)]. (A.15)
Note that we used an importance sampling technique at Eat∼q[f(st, at)] =
Eat∼piθ
[
q(at|st)
piθ(at|st)f(st, at)
]
for (1). By (A.15), Jpiθold (piθ(·|st)) and Jpiθold (piθ(·|st)) have
the same gradient at θ = θold.
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A.4 Gradient of α-Loss Function
The loss function of α is defined as Lˆα(ξ) = Est∼D[αξH(piθ) +DαξJS(piθ||q)− αξc]. The gradient
of Lˆα(ξ) can be computed as
∇ξLˆα(ξ) = ∇ξEst∼D[αξH(piθ) +DαξJS(piθ||q)− αξc]
=∇ξEst∼D[αξEat∼piθ [− log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)− c] + (1− αξ)Eat∼q[log q − log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)]]
=Est∼D[(∇ξαξ)(Eat∼piθ [− log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)− c]− Eat∼q[log q − log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)])]
+ Est∼D[αξEat∼piθ [−∇ξ log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)] + (1− αξ)Eat∼q[−∇ξ log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)]]
=Est∼D[(∇ξαξ)(Eat∼piθ [− logαξpiθ + logRpiθ,αξ − c]− Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiθ,αξ)− log(1− αξ)])]
+ Est∼D
[∫
at∈A
(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)[−∇ξ log(αξpiθ + (1− αξ)q)]
]
=Est∼D[(∇ξαξ)(Eat∼piθ [− logαξpiθ + logRpiθ,αξ − c]− Eat∼q[log(1−Rpiθ,αξ)− log(1− αξ)])]
(A.16)
Here, note that Rpiθ,αξ can be estimated by the ratio function Rαξη .
B Detailed DAC Implementation
Based on Section 4, we provide the practical objective functions for the policy and the ratio function,
and the loss functions for Q and V . The objective functions for parameter update for the policy and
the ratio function respectively are given by
Jˆpi(θ) = Est∼D, at∼piθ [Qφ(st, at) + α logRαη (st, at)− α log piθ(at|st)], (B.17)
JˆRα(η) = Est∼D[αEat∼piθ [logRαη (st, at)] + (1− α)Eat∼D[log(1−Rαη (st, at))]]. (B.18)
Furthermore, based on the Bellman operator, the loss functions for the value functions Q and V are
given respectively given by
LˆQ(φ) = E(st, at)∼D
[
1
2
(Qφ(st, at)− Qˆ(st, at))2
]
, (B.19)
LˆV (ψ) = Est∼D
[
1
2
(Vψ(st)− Vˆ (st))2
]
, (B.20)
where the target values are defined as
Qˆ(st, at) =
1
β
rt + γEst+1∼P [Vψ¯(st+1)] (B.21)
Vˆ (st) = H(α) + Eat∼piθ [Qφ(st, at) + α logRαη (st, at)− α log piθ(at|st)]
+ (1− α)Eat∼D[log(1−Rαη (st, at))] (B.22)
Here, ψ¯ is the network parameter of the target value Vψ¯ updated by exponential moving average
(EMA) of ψ for stable learning [30].
To compute the gradient of Jˆpi(θ), we use the reparameterization trick proposed by [24, 19].
Note that the policy action at ∼ piθ is the output of the policy neural network with param-
eter θ. So, it can be viewed as at = fθ(t; st), where f is a function parameterized by
θ and t is a noise vector sampled from spherical normal distribution N . Then, the gra-
dient of Jˆpi(θ) is represented as ∇θJˆpi(θ) = Est∼D, t∼N [∇a(Qφ(st, a) + α logRαη (st, a) −
α log piθ(a|st))|a=fθ(t;st)∇θfθ(t; st)− α(∇θ log piθ)(fθ(t; st)|st)].
For implementation, we use two Q-functions Qφi , i = 1, 2 to reduce overestimation bias as proposed
in [12], and each Q-function is updated to minimize their loss function LˆQ(φi). For the policy and
the value function update, the minimum of two Q-functions is used [19].
Note that one version of SAC [20] considers adaptation of the entropy control factor β by using the
Lagrangian method with constraintH(pi) ≥ c. In our case, this approach can also be generalized, but
it is beyond the scope of the current paper and we only consider fixed β in this paper.
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C Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Diversity Actor Critic
Initialize parameter θ, η, ψ, ψ¯, ξ, φi, i = 1, 2
for each iteration do
Sample a trajectory τ of length N by using piθ
Store the trajectory τ in the buffer D
for each gradient step do
Sample random minibatch of size M from D
Compute Jˆpi(θ), JˆRα(η), LˆQ(φi), LˆV (ψ) from the minibatch
θ ← θ + δ∇θJˆpi(θ)
η ← η + δ∇ηJˆRα(η)
φi ← φi − δ∇φiLˆQ(φi), i = 1, 2
ψ ← ψ − δ∇ψLˆV (ψ)
Update ψ¯ by EMA from ψ
if α-Adpatation then
Compute Lˆα(ξ) from the minibatch
ξ ← ξ − δ∇ξLˆα(ξ)
end if
end for
end for
D Hyperparameter Setup and Environment Description
In Table 1, we provide the detailed hyperparameter setup for DAC and the SAC baseline. Table 2
shows the environment description, the corresponding entropy control coefficient β, threshold for
sparse Mujoco tasks, and reward delay D for delayed Mujoco tasks.
SAC DAC
Learning rate δ 3 · 10−4
Discount factor γ 0.99
Horizon N 1000
Mini-batch size M 256
Replay buffer length 106
Smoothing coefficient of EMA for Vψ¯ 0.005
Optimizer Adam
Num. of hidden layers (all networks) 2
Size of hidden layers (all networks) 256
Policy distribution Independent Gaussian distribution
Activation layer ReLu
Output layer for piθ, Qφ, Vψ , Vψ¯ Linear
Output layer for αξ, Rαη · Sigmoid
Regularize coefficient for αξ · 10−3
Control coefficient c for α-adaptation · −dim(A)
Table 1: Hyperparamter setup
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State dim. Action dim. β Threshold
HalfCheetahFlip-v1 17 6 0.2 ·
SparseHopper-v1 11 3 0.04 1.0
SparseHalfCheetah-v1 17 6 0.02 5.0
SparseWalker2d-v1 17 6 0.02 1.0
SparseAnt-v1 111 8 0.02 1.0
State dim. Action dim. β Delay D
HumanoidStandup-v1 376 17 1 ·
DelayedHopper-v1 11 3 0.2 20
DelayedHalfCheetah-v1 17 6 0.2 20
DelayedWalker2d-v1 17 6 0.2 20
DelayedAnt-v1 111 8 0.2 20
Table 2: State and action dimensions of Mujoco tasks and the corresponding β
E Performance Comparisons
In this section, we provide more performance plots and tables. In Section E.1, Table. 3 shows
the performance on HalfCheetahFlip and sparse Mujoco tasks. Table 4 shows max average return
for HumanoidStandup and delayed Mujoco tasks. In Section E.2, Fig. 5 and Table. 5 shows the
performance comparison to other RL algorithms on HumanoidStandup and delayed Mujoco tasks.
E.1 Performance Comparison with the SAC Baseline
DAC (α = 0.5) SAC
HalfCheetahFlip 5365.30±2400.39 2501.61±2558.34
SparseHopper 818.00±250.73 819.80±252.95
SparseHalfCheetah 807.20±276.64 386.90±404.70
SparseWalker2d 672.80±328.56 301.30±408.15
SparseAnt 896.00±57.44 763.30±382.24
Table 3: Max average return of DAC algorithm and SAC baseline for fixed α setup
DAC (α = 0.5) DAC (α = 0.8) DAC (α-adapt.) SAC
HumanoidS 173347.40±28615.55 179695.65±20644.25 205248.13±47030.70 167394.36±7291.99
Del. Hopper 2818.58±1199.66 3197.89±187.65 3367.56±72.40 2175.31±1358.39
Del. HalfCheetah 5678.88±515.34 7493.28±951.97 6737.64±1628.24 3742.33±3064.55
Del. Walker2d 3276.52±1610.28 4108.81±233.65 3931.10±128.04 3220.92±1107.91
Del. Ant 4367.97±346.49 3723.70±1429.62 3955.26±1053.69 3248.43±1454.48
Table 4: Max average return of DAC algorithms and SAC baseline for adaptive α setup
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E.2 Comparison to Other RL Algorithms
We also compare the performance of DAC with α-adaptation to other state-of-the-art RL algorithms.
Here, we consider various on-policy RL algorithms: Proximal Policy Optimization [39] (PPO, a
stable and popular on-policy algorithm), Actor Critic using Kronecker-factored Trust Region [47]
(ACKTR, actor-critic that approximates natural gradient by using Kronecker-factored curvature),
and off-policy RL algorithms: Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient [12] (TD3, using
clipped double-Q learning for reducing overestimation); and Soft Q-Learning [18] (SQL, energy
based policy optimization using Stein variational gradient descent). We used implementations in
OpenAI baselines [10] for PPO and ACKTR, and implementations in author’s Github for other
algorithms. We provide the performance results as Fig. 5 and Table 5.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison to other RL algorithms
DAC PPO ACKTR SQL TD3 SAC
HumanoidS 205248.13±47030.70
160211.90±
3268.37
109655.30±
49166.15
138996.84±
33903.03
58693.87±
12269.93
167394.36±
7291.99
Del. Hopper 3367.56±72.40
2740.15±
719.63
2864.81±
1072.64
2720.32±
127.71
2276.58±
1471.66
2175.31±
1358.39
Del. HalfCheetah 6737.64±1628.24
2247.92±
640.69
3295.30±
824.05
5673.34±
1241.30
4639.85±
1393.95
3742.33±
3064.55
Del. Walker2d 3931.10±128.04
2859.27±
1938.50
1927.32±
1647.49
3323.63±
503.18
3736.72±
1806.37
3220.92±
1107.91
Del. Ant 3955.26±1053.69
1224.33±
521.62
2956.51±
234.89
6.59±
16.42
904.99±
1811.78
3248.43±
1454.48
Table 5: Max average return of DAC and other RL algorithms
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F Ablation Studies
Here, we provide more ablation study plots for remaining delayed Mujoco tasks. Fig. 6 shows the
performance of DAC consideringα-adaptation with control coefficient c = −0.5d, −0.8d, and−1.0d
where d = dim(A). Fig. 7 shows the performance of DAC with α = 0.5 and β = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4.
Other hyperparameters follow the default setup given in Table 1.
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Figure 6: Ablation study for c
Entropy weighting factor β
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Figure 7: Ablation study for β
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